REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE ON THE EFFECTS OF ATOMIC RADIATION

Page 13, paragraph 57, line 5: "indicate that a level" should read "indicate a level".

Page 15, table V, line 4: "(rem)\text{D}^{122}\text{n} should read "(rem)\text{D}^{122}n".

Page 51, table IIIa, line 10, under "Symbol": "Ra^{222}\text{n} should read "Rn^{222}\text{n}".

Page 52, table VIII, after "milk": the figure 0.0575/millilitre should read 0.00375/millilitre.

Page 53, paragraph 15, line 11: "carbon^{14}\text{n} should read "C^{14}\text{n}".

Page 54, table XIa, line 4: "DOSES" should read "DOSE RATES".

Page 54, table XIa, line 5: "Dose in" should read "Dose rate in".

Page 54, table XV, line 1: "DOSE RATE" should read "DOSE RATES".

Page 55, table XVII, line 1: "DOSES OF" should read "DOSE RATES OF".

Page 55, table XVIIIa, line 1: "DOSES OF" should read "DOSE RATES OF".

Page 55, table XVIIIa, line 3: "Dose, mrad/year" should read "Dose rate, mrad/year".

Page 55, table XVIII, line 1: "DOSES OF" should read "DOSE RATES OF".

Page 56, table XX, line 1: "DOSE TO" should read "DOSE RATES TO".

Page 56, table XX, line 4: "dose, mrem/year" should read "dose rate, mrem/year".

Page 57, table XXIII, lines 1 and 2: "DOSES FROM K_{40}^{40} should read "DOSE RATE FROM K_{40}^{40}".
Page 57, table XXIII, line 4: "Gonad dose, mrad/year" should read "Gonad dose rate, mrad/year".

Page 57, table XXIII, line 4: "Osteocyte dose, mrad/year" should read "Osteocyte dose rate, mrad/year".

Page 58, table XXIV, line 1: "DOSES TO" should read "DOSE RATES TO".

Page 58, table XXIV, line 3: "Dose in" should read "Dose rate in".

Page 65, table I, line 4: "eR" should read "e_R".

Page 65, table I, line 7: "eF" should read "e_F".

Page 65, table I, line 8: "eM" should read "e_M".

Page 65, table I, line 9: "eD" should read "e_D".

Page 65, table I, line 9: "eR + eF" should read "e_R + e_F".

Page 66, paragraph 51, line 3: "120 mrem" should read "130 mrem".

Page 86, table XV, line 27: Delete "24. Others".

Page 87, table I, last line: "U.S.A." should read "U.K.".

Page 95, table X, last column, next to last figure: "200" should read "260".

Page 96, reference 19: "Ecyleshym" should read "Ecyleshymer".

Page 101, figure 1: "Figure 1" should be centred under the figure. The sentence, "Meteorological factors for the different places of observation have not been taken into account", should be preceded by an asterisk and placed below the figure as a footnote to "latitudes", appearing in the upper right-hand corner of the figure, first word, line 2.

Page 104, paragraph 34, next to last line: "DF_{soil→bone}" should read "DF_{soil→human bone}".

Page 113, paragraph 113, line 8: "x Ey x" should read "x Ey x".

Page 123, table XX, 4th line under "United Kingdom": "113^6" should read "113^b".

Page 123, table XX, line 13: "(10^{-16} c/1)" should read "(10^{-16} c/1)".

Page 132, paragraph 43, lines 1 and 2: "reacting with the free radicals formed at the expense of the water molecules" should read "reacting at the expense of the water molecules with the free radicals formed".

Page 134, paragraph 60, line 13: "and in" should read "and even in".
Page 141, paragraph 131, lines 8 and 9: "renewed. By means of" should read "renewed by means of".

Page 142, paragraph 137, line 3: "D₂H²O₄" should read "O₂H²O₄".

Page 148, reference 85: "Strahlender" should read "Strahlenther".

Page 151, reference 341: "Zirckle" should read "Zirkle".

Page 165, table VII, line 12: \(^b\) The standard error is taken as \(\frac{N}{(\sqrt{L/L})}\) should read \(^b\) The standard error is taken as \(\frac{N}{(\sqrt{L/L})}\).


Page 187, paragraph 83, lines 13, 14, 15, 17, 20 and 21: \(\frac{x}{y}\) should read \(\frac{X}{y}\)

Page 194, table II: There should be a heading above the figures for "Bacteria", which should read "Mutation rate per cell division".

Page 200, table XIV, line 15: "absence fistula" should read "absence or fistula".

Page 203, reference 188, line 2: "Genetics, (1957)" should read "Genetics, 42, 364 (1957)".

Page 203, paragraph 110, line 11: \(\left(\frac{w - m'}{4}\right)^2\) should read \(\left(\frac{w - m'}{4}\right)^2\).

Page 204, paragraph 110, eq. (1): \(\frac{\sigma_1}{(\sigma_1^2 - \sigma_2^2)^{1/2}}\) should read "\(\frac{\sigma_1}{(\sigma_1^2 - \sigma_2^2)^{1/2}}\)"

Page 204, paragraph 110, sixth from last line: "of \(1/2\) as" should read "of \(r\) as".

Page 216, A/AC.82/G/R.93 through 97/Corr.1 should be listed as UNITED STATES documents and not under NORWAY.